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The Illegal
Lawrence Hill

Summary
Keita Ali is on the run.

Like every boy on the mountainous island of Zantoroland, running is all Keita’s
ever wanted to do. In one of the poorest nations in the world, running means
respect. Running means riches-until Keita is targeted for his father’s
outspoken political views and discovers he must run for his family’s survival.

He signs on with notorious marathon agent Anton Hamm, but when Keita fails
to place among the top finishers in his first race, he escapes into Freedom
State-a wealthy island nation that has elected a government bent on deporting
the refugees living within its borders in the community of AfricTown. Keita can
stay safe only if he keeps moving and eludes Hamm and the officials who
would deport him to his own country, where he would face almost certain death.

This is the new underground: a place where tens of thousands of people
deemed to be “illegal” live below the radar of the police and government
officials. As Keita surfaces from time to time to earn cash prizes by running
local road races, he has to assess whether the people he meets are friends or
enemies: John Falconer, a gifted student struggling to escape the limits of his
AfricTown upbringing; Ivernia Beech, a spirited old woman at risk of being
forced into an assisted living facility; Rocco Calder, a recreational marathoner
and the immigration minister; Lula DiStefano, self-declared queen of AfricTown
and madam of the community’s infamous brothel; and Viola Hill, a reporter
who is investigating the lengths to which her government will go to stop illegal
immigration.

Keita’s very existence in Freedom State is illegal. As he trains in secret,
eluding capture, the stakes keep getting higher. Soon, he is running not only
for his life, but for his sister’s life, too.

Fast moving and compelling, The Illegal casts a satirical eye on people who
have turned their backs on undocumented refugees struggling to survive in a
nation that does not want them. Hill’s depiction of life on the borderlands of...

Contributor Bio
LAWRENCE HILL is the award-winning and internationally bestselling author of
The Book of Negroes, which was made into a six part TV mini-series. His
previous novels, Some Great Thing and Any Known Blood, became national
bestsellers. Hill’s non-fiction work includes Blood: The Stuff of Life, the subject
of his 2013 Massey Lectures, and Black Berry, Sweet Juice, a memoir about
growing up black and white in Canada. Lawrence Hill volunteers with
Crossroads International, the Black Loyalist Heritage Society and Project
Bookmark Canada. He lives with his family in Hamilton, Ontario, and Woody
Point, Newfoundland.
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Harper
9780008165260
On Sale Date: 27/12/2016
$11.99 Can.
A-format Paperback

432 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Fiction  /  Mystery & Detective
FIC022020

17.8 cm H | 11.1 cm W | 270 g
Wt

Patrik Hedstrom and Erica Falck (9) – The Ice Child
Camilla Lackberg, Camilla Läckberg

Summary
No. 1 international bestseller and Swedish crime sensation Camilla Lackberg’s
new psychological thriller featuring Detective Patrick Hedstrom and Erica Falck –
irresistible for fans of Stieg Larsson and Jo Nesbo.

SEE NO EVIL
It’s January in the peaceful seaside resort of Fjällbacka. A semi-naked girl
wanders through the woods in freezing cold weather. When she finally reaches
the road, a car comes out of nowhere. It doesn’t manage to stop.

HEAR NO EVIL
The victim, a girl who went missing four months ago, has been subjected to
unimaginably brutal treatment – and Detective Patrik Hedström suspects this
is just the start.

SPEAK NO EVIL
The police soon discover that three other girls are missing from nearby towns,
but there are no fresh leads. And when Patrik’s wife stumbles across a link to
an old murder case, the detective is forced to see his investigation in a whole
new light.

Contributor Bio
Camilla Lackberg is a worldwide bestseller renowned for her brilliant
contemporary psychological thrillers. Her novels have sold 19 million copies in
55 countries with translations into 37 languages.
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240 Pages
Carton Qty: 36
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10.8 cm | 17.5 cm

Same Kind of Different As Me Movie Edition
A Modern-Day Slave, an International Art Dealer, and the Unlikely Woman
Who Bound Them Together
Ron Hall, Denver Moore, Lynn Vincent

Summary
Soon to be a Major Motion Picture

A dangerous, homeless drifter who grew up picking cotton in virtual slavery.
An upscale art dealer accustomed to the world of Armani and Chanel.
A gutsy woman with a stubborn dream.
A story so incredible no novelist would dare dream it.

It begins outside a burning plantation hut in Louisiana . . . and an East Texas
honky-tonk . . . and, without a doubt, inside the heart of God. It unfolds in a
Hollywood hacienda . . . an upscale New York gallery . . . a downtown dumpster
. . . a Texas ranch.

Gritty with betrayal and pain brutality, it also shines with an unexpected,
life-changing love.
Bonus material in this special movie edition includes:

a new epilogue with updates on the authors since the release of the
original book;
the amazing story behind the movie, how it got made, and the incredible
experiences while filming in Jackson, MS;
photos from the movie set.

Contributor Bio
Ron Hall is an international art dealer whose long list of regular clients includes
many celebrity personalities. An MBA graduate of Texas Christian University,
he divides his time between Dallas, New York, and his Brazos River ranch near
Fort Worth.

Denver Moore served as a volunteer at the Fort Worth Union Gospel Mission
until his death in March 2012.

Lynn Vincent is the New York Times best-sellin...
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William Morrow
9780062439543
On Sale Date: 27/12/2016
$9.99 Can.
Mass Market

352 Pages
Carton Qty: 48
Fiction  /  Mystery & Detective
FIC022100

17.1 cm H | 10.6 cm W | 2.2 cm T
| 294.8 g Wt

The Body in the Wardrobe
A Faith Fairchild Mystery
Katherine Hall Page

Summary
Attorney Sophie Maxwell has come to Savannah to be with her new husband,
Will. But nothing throws cold water on a hot relationship faster than a dead
body. Worse for Sophie, no one believes the body she knows she saw is real.
Will is spending an awful lot of time in Atlanta on a case he claims is urgent,
and she’s been tasked with house hunting for them with his former
sweetheart, who Sophie can’t help but suspect wishes Sophie would return to
her Yankee roots!

Fortunately, Sophie has a good friend in Faith Fairchild. With teenage Amy
being bullied by mean girls and husband Tom contemplating a major life
change that will affect all the Fairchilds, Faith is eager for distraction in the
form of some sleuthing. In between discussions of newlywed agita, surprising
Savannah customs and, of course, fabulous low country food, Faith and Sophie
will pair up to unmask a killer.

Contributor Bio
KATHERINE HALL PAGE is the author of twenty-two previous Faith Fairchild
mysteries, the first of which received the Agatha Award for best first mystery.
The Body in the Snowdrift was honored with the Agatha Award for best novel of
2006. Page also won an Agatha for her short story “The Would-Be Widower.” The
recipient of the Lifetime Achievement Award at Malice Domestic, she has been
nominated for ...
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9780062466952
On Sale Date: 27/12/2016
$9.99 Can.
Mass Market

304 Pages
Carton Qty: 48
Fiction  /  Mystery & Detective
FIC022070
Series: Ghostly Southern Mysteries

17.1 cm H | 10.6 cm W | 1.9 cm T
| 294.8 g Wt

A Ghostly Reunion
A Ghostly Southern Mystery
Tonya Kappes

Summary
Emma Lee Raines sees dead people.

Proprietor of the Eternal Slumber Funeral Home, Emma Lee can see, hear, and
talk to ghosts of murdered folks. And when her high school nemesis is found
dead, Jade Lee Peel is the same old mean girl—trying to come between Emma
Lee and her hot boyfriend, Sheriff Jack Henry Ross, all over again.

There’s only one way for Emma Lee to be free of the trash-talking
ghost—solve the murder so the former prom queen can cross over.

But the last thing Jade Lee wants is to leave town where she had her glory
days. And the more Emma Lee investigates on her own, the more complicated
Miss Popularity turns out to be. Now Emma Lee will have to work extra closely
with her hunky lawman to get to the twisty truth.

Contributor Bio
Tonya Kappes has written more than fifteen novels and four novellas, all of
which have graced numerous bestseller lists including USA Today. Best known
for stories charged with emotion and humor and filled with flawed characters,
her novels have garnered reader praise and glowing critical reviews. She lives
with her husband, two very spoiled schnauzers, and one ex-stray cat in
northern Kentucky. N...
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9780062135292
On Sale Date: 27/12/2016
$12.50 Can.
Mass Market

576 Pages
Carton Qty: 24
Fiction  /  Thrillers
FIC030000
Series: Tucker Wayne

19.1 cm H | 10.6 cm W | 3.3 cm T
| 294.8 g Wt

War Hawk
A Tucker Wayne Novel
James Rollins, Grant Blackwood

Summary
Tucker Wayne’s past and present collide when a former army colleague comes
to him for help. She’s on the run from brutal assassins hunting her and her
son. To keep them safe, Tucker must discover who killed a brilliant young
idealist—a crime that leads back to the most powerful figures in the U.S.
government.

From the haunted swamplands of the deep South to the beachheads of a
savage civil war in Trinidad, Tucker and his beloved war dog, Kane, must work
together to discover the truth behind a mystery that dates back to World War
II, involving the genius of a young code-breaker, Alan Turing . . .

They will be forced to break the law, expose national secrets, and risk
everything to stop a madman determined to control the future of modern
warfare for his own diabolical ends. But can Tucker and Kane withstand a force
so indomitable that it threatens our future?

Contributor Bio
James Rollins is the #1 New York Times bestselling author of international
thrillers, translated into more than forty languages. His Sigma series has been
lauded as one of the “top crowd pleasers” (New York Times) and one of the
“hottest summer reads” (People magazine).

In addition to his New York Times bestselling collaborations with Clive Cussler
and Tom Clancy, Grant Blackwood is the author of ...
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Avon
9780062415110
On Sale Date: 27/12/2016
$9.99 Can.
Mass Market

304 Pages
Carton Qty: 48
Fiction  /  Romance
FIC027020

17.1 cm H | 10.6 cm W | 1.9 cm T
| 294.8 g Wt

The Total Package
A Novel
Stephanie Evanovich

Summary
Heartthrob star quarterback Tyson Palmer has it all: a million-dollar arm, a
winning season and the promise of a Superbowl ring. But more importantly,
football’s biggest star is the ultimate comeback kid. After an addiction to
painkillers nearly derailed his career, Tyson got sober and went from zero to
hero in the eyes of the public.

But one person remains unconvinced: Dani Carr, a sports commentator with
high ratings and following of her own. Dani can’t forgive Tyson’s transgressions
or forget a single passionate night with him back in college. To make things
worse, Tyson doesn’t realize that the bombshell with huge ratings is the cute
co-ed whose heart he once broke.

But can a sports journalist trying to claw her way to the top and a quarterback
who knows all about rock bottom make it to the Super Bowl without destroying
each other? And can Tyson use his million-dollar moves to get past Dani’s
defenses—or will she sideline him for good…?

Contributor Bio
Stephanie Evanovich is a full-fledged Jersey girl from Asbury Park who began
writing fiction while waiting for her cues during countless community theater
projects. She attended New York Conservatory for the Dramatic Arts, performed
with several improvisational troupes, and acted in a few small-budget movies,
all in preparation for the greatest job she’s ever had: raising her two sons. Now
a full-...
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Avon
9780062418999
On Sale Date: 27/12/2016
$9.50 Can.
Mass Market

400 Pages
Carton Qty: 48
Fiction  /  Romance
FIC027110

17.1 cm H | 10.6 cm W | 2.5 cm T
| 294.8 g Wt

Troublemaker
A Novel
Linda Howard

Summary
When Morgan Yancy, an operative and team leader in a paramilitary group, is
ambushed and almost killed, his supervisor is determined to find out who’s
after the members of his elite squad. Because of worries that this unknown
enemy will strike again, Morgan is sent to a remote location and told to lay
low. But between a tempting housemate he’s determined to protect and a
deadly threat waiting in the shadows, keeping under the radar is proving to be
his most dangerous mission.

As the part-time police chief of a small West Virginian mountain town, Isabeau
“Bo” Maran doesn’t need a mysterious man in her life—especially a
troublemaker as enticing and secretive as Morgan. She already has her hands
full reining in the residents of Hamrickville after a personal dispute goes
violently awry.

The harder Bo and Morgan fight the intense heat between them, the closer
they become, even though she knows he’s hiding from something. But
discovering the truth could cost Bo more than she’s willing to give...

Contributor Bio
Linda Howard is the award-winning author of numerous New York Times and USA
Today bestsellers, including most recently Shadow Woman, Prey, Veil of Night,
Ice, Burn, Death Angel, Up Close and Dangerous, and Cover of Night. She lives in
Gadsden, Alabama with her husband and two golden retrievers.
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William Morrow
9780062444295
On Sale Date: 27/12/2016
$12.50 Can.
Mass Market

304 Pages
Carton Qty: 48
True Crime  /  Murder
TRU002000

17.1 cm H | 10.6 cm W | 1.9 cm T
| 294.8 g Wt

Conviction
The Untold Story of Putting Jodi Arias Behind Bars
Juan Martinez

Summary
Over the course of five years, America watched as Arizona prosecutor Juan
Martinez relentlessly battled to convict Jodi Arias for the vicious murder of her
ex-boyfriend Travis Alexander. The salacious case wrought with sex,
manipulation, and deceit rocked the nation as the prosecution exposed
shocking evidence of how Arias planned and executed the crime, building an
irrefutable case that would result in a guilty verdict and a controversial life
sentence.

Now, speaking openly for the first time, Martinez shares the inside story of his
tireless work to put Jodi Ann Arias behind bars. Martinez chronicles the truth
behind the multiple facades of Jodi Arias—a killer who played the victim with
incredible skill, but was capable of unspeakable violence. Shedding light on
the never-before-told story behind the most damning piece of evidence 
against Arias—the gas cans—Martinez recounts how he learned of their 
existence as well as the lengths he went to in order to ensure that they 
remained a secret from the public until precisely the right time.

Contributor Bio
Juan Martinez began working for the Maricopa County Attorney’s office in 1988. 
In his twenty-seven-year career with the office, he has spent nineteen years 
prosecuting homicide cases. Some of his most noteworthy cases include 
Arizona v. Wendi Andriano, who was convicted of first-degree murder and was 
the first woman sentenced to death by a jury in Arizona; Arizona v. Scott Falater, 
which was noted for the use of sleepwalking as a defense to the murder of his wife;
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Harper Voyager
9780062437662
On Sale Date: 27/12/2016
$9.99 Can.
Mass Market

384 Pages
Carton Qty: 48
Fiction  /  Fantasy
FIC009010
Series: Wildlands

17.1 cm H | 10.6 cm W | 294.8 g
Wt

Nine of Stars
A Wildlands Novel
Laura Bickle

Summary
Winter has always been a deadly season in Temperance, but this time, there’s
more to fear than just the cold…

As the daughter of an alchemist, Petra Dee has faced all manner of occult
horrors—especially since her arrival in the small town of Temperance,
Wyoming. But she can’t explain the creature now stalking the backcountry of
Yellowstone, butchering wolves and leaving only their skins behind in the snow.
Rumors surface of the return of Skinflint Jack, a nineteenth-century wraith that
kills in fulfillment of an ancient bargain.

The new sheriff in town, Owen Rutherford, isn’t helping matters. He’s a
dangerously haunted man on the trail of both an unsolved case and a fresh
kill—a bizarre murder leading him right to Petra’s partner Gabriel. And while
Gabe once had little to fear from the mortal world, he’s all too human now.
This time, when violence hits close to home, there are no magical solutions.

It’s up to Petra and her coyote sidekick Sig to get ahead of both Owen and the 
unnatural being hunting them all-before the trail turns deathly cold.

Contributor Bio
Laura Bickle grew up in rural Ohio, reading entirely too many comic books out 
loud to her favorite Wonder Woman doll. After graduating with an MA in 
Sociology-Criminology from Ohio State University and an MLIS in Library 
Science from the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, she patrolled the stacks 
at the public library and worked with data systems in criminal justice. She now 
dreams up stories about the monsters
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Avon
9780062411372
On Sale Date: 27/12/2016
$9.50 Can.
Mass Market

384 Pages
Carton Qty: 48
Fiction  /  Romance
FIC027020

17.1 cm H | 10.6 cm W | 2.4 cm T
| 294.8 g Wt

A Spiced Apple Winter
A Fairfield Orchard Novel
Emma Cane

Summary
Welcome back to Fairfield Orchard, where apples and romance are ripe for the
picking . . .

Actor Tyler Fairfield is Spencer Hollow’s only home-grown celebrity. To Brianna
MacDougall, he’s a friend who became a lover over the course of one wild night
in New York City. They both agreed it was a mistake—so why can’t Bri forget?
Maybe because Tyler makes her feel like the only person in a crowded room.
Or because his kisses melt her like warm caramel over ice cream. Tyler back in
town means temptation 24/7. Bri has more than enough on her plate
producing a holiday play and running her family business, but this new secret
fling can’t last (right?) so she intends to enjoy every minute of it...

Bri’s like no woman Tyler’s known—including Gabrielle, his former costar. 
Fairfield Orchard and Tyler himself are part of the plan to rehabilitate 
Gabrielle’s image, but scorching encounters and tender moments with Bri 
make Tyler wish he hadn’t signed on. He’d trust Bri with anything; she’s his 
heart and his home.

Contributor Bio
Emma Cane grew up reading and soon discovered that she liked to write
passionate stories of teenagers in space. Her love of “passionate stories” has
never gone away, although today she concentrates on the heartwarming
characters of Valentine Valley and Fairfield Orchard.

Now that her three children are grown, Emma loves spending time crocheting and 
singing (although not necessarily at the same time), and hiking and snowshoeing 
alongside her husband Jim and their rambunctious dog Uma.
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Harper
9780062368713
On Sale Date: 27/12/2016
$11.99 Can.
Mass Market

464 Pages
Carton Qty: 48
Fiction  /  Thrillers
FIC031030
Series: Jack Swyteck Novel

19.1 cm H | 10.6 cm W | 2.7 cm T
| 294.8 g Wt

Gone Again
James Grippando

Summary
Sashi Burgette vanished three years ago on her way to school. The night after
the teenager’s disappearance, ex-con Dylan Reeves was stopped for drunk
driving. An article of Sashi’s clothing was found in his truck, and a police
videotape of his drunken explanation under interrogation sealed his fate at
trial. Now, just days from Reeves’ execution, Sashi’s mother visits Jack
Swyteck, doing pro bono work at the Freedom Institute, and delivers shocking
news: “Sashi called me.”

The police dismiss the call as a cruel hoax. The State Attorney refuses to
consider the new evidence, insisting the case is closed. An innocent man may
be executed and time is running out—unless his lawyers can locate Sashi.

A man of principle who believes in justice, Jack jumps into the investigation. 
But nothing is what it appears to be. Not the victim. Not her alleged killer. And 
definitely not Sashi’s parents. As their gut-wrenching and hopelessly conflicting 
version of events unfolds in a Miami courtroom, it becomes clear there is something..

Contributor Bio
James Grippando is a New York Times bestselling author of twenty-four novels.
He was a trial lawyer for twelve years before the publication of his first novel in
1994 (The Pardon), and now serves as counsel at Boies Schiller & Flexner LLP.
He lives in South Florida with his wife, three children, two cats, and a golden
retriever named Max who has no idea that he’s a dog.
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Avon
9780062386786
On Sale Date: 27/12/2016
$9.50 Can.
Mass Market

384 Pages
Carton Qty: 48
Fiction  /  Romance
FIC027070
Series: Keeping Up with the
Cavendishes

17.1 cm H | 10.6 cm W | 2.4 cm T
| 294.8 g Wt

Lady Claire Is All That
Keeping Up with the Cavendishes
Maya Rodale

Summary
Her Brains…

Claire Cavendish is in search of a duke, but not for the usual reasons. The
man she seeks is a mathematician; the man she unwittingly finds is Lord Fox:
dynamic, athletic, and as bored by the equations Claire adores as she is by
the social whirl upon which he thrives. As attractive as Fox is, he’s of no use to
Claire . . . or is he?

Plus His Brawn…

Fox’s male pride has been bruised ever since his fiancée jilted him. One way
to recover: win a bet that he can transform Lady Claire, Society’s roughest
diamond, into its most prized jewel. But Claire has other ideas—shockingly
steamy ones. . .

Equals A Study in Seduction…

By Claire’s calculations, Fox is the perfect man to satisfy her sensual curiosity.
In Fox’s estimation, Claire is the perfect woman to prove his mastery of the
ton. But the one thing neither of them counted on is love . . .

Contributor Bio
Maya Rodale began reading romance novels in college at her mother’s
insistence. She is now the bestselling and award winning author of smart and
sassy romances. She lives in New York City with her darling dog and a rogue of
her own.
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Avon
9780062428424
On Sale Date: 27/12/2016
$9.99 Can.
Mass Market

384 Pages
Carton Qty: 48
Fiction  /  Romance
FIC027080

17.1 cm H | 10.6 cm W | 2.4 cm T
| 294.8 g Wt

Four Weddings and a Sixpence
An Anthology
Julia Quinn, Elizabeth Boyle, Stefanie Sloane, Lau...

Summary
“Something Old”
Julia Quinn’s prologue introduces her heroine Beatrice Heywood and the
premise for Four Weddings and a Sixpence.

“Something New”
In Stefanie Sloane’s unforgettable story, an ever vigilant guardian decrees that
Anne Brabourne must marry by her twenty-first birthday. But love finds her in
the most unexpected of ways.

“Something Borrowed”
Elizabeth Boyle tells the tale of Cordelia Padley, who has invented a betrothed
to keep her family from pestering her to wed. Now she’ll need to borrow one to
convince them she’s found her true love.

“Something Blue”
In Laura Lee Guhrke’s story, unlucky Lady Elinor Daventry has her sixpence
stolen from her and must convince the rake who pilfered the coin to return it in
time for her own wedding.

“...and a Sixpence in Her Shoe”
Julia Quinn finishes with the story of Beatrice Heywood, who never believed 
that the sixpence was anything but a tarnished old coin—until it led all of her 
friends to true love. But her faith in the coin is tested when it keeps sending...

Contributor Bio
Julia Quinn started writing her first book one month after finishing college and 
has been tapping away at her keyboard ever since. The New York Times 
bestselling author of twenty-five novels for Avon Books, she is a graduate of 
Harvard and Radcliffe Colleges and is one of only sixteen authors ever to be 
inducted in the Romance Writers of America Hall of Fame. She lives in the Pacific 
Northwest with her family.
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Avon
9780062441300
On Sale Date: 27/12/2016
$9.99 Can.
Mass Market

384 Pages
Carton Qty: 48
Fiction  /  Romance
FIC027110
Series: Games People Play

17.1 cm H | 10.6 cm W | 2.4 cm T
| 294.8 g Wt

The Fixer
Games People Play
HelenKay Dimon

Summary
He’s known only as Wren. A wealthy, dangerously secretive man, he specializes
in making problems disappear. A professional fixer, Wren hides a dark past,
but his privacy is shattered when Emery Finn seeks him out—and what she
wants from him is very personal.

Some people disappear against their will. Emery’s job is to find them and bring
closure. Wren is the only person who can help solve Emery’s own personal
mystery: the long-ago disappearance of her cousin. Just tracking down the
sexy, brooding Wren is difficult enough. Resisting her body’s response to him
will prove completely impossible.

Anonymity is essential to Wren’s success yet drawn by Emery’s loyalty and
sensuality, he’s pulled out of the shadows. But her digging is getting noticed
by the wrong people. And as the clues start to point to someone terrifyingly
close, Wren will have to put his haunted past aside to protect the woman he
loves.

Contributor Bio
HelenKay Dimon spent the years before becoming a romance author as
a...divorce attorney. Not the usual transition, she knows. Good news is she now 
writes full time and is much happier. She has sold over thirty novels, novellas 
and shorts to numerous publishers. Her nationally bestselling and award-
winning books have been showcased in numerous venues and her books have twice 
been named “Red-Hot Reads" and excerpted in Cosmopolitan magazine.
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William Morrow
9780062656315
On Sale Date: 27/12/2016
$12.50 Can.
Mass Market

400 Pages
Carton Qty: 48
Fiction  /  Mystery & Detective
FIC022100

19.1 cm H | 10.6 cm W | 294.8 g
Wt

Coconut Cowboy
A Novel
Tim Dorsey

Summary
Florida’s favorite trigger-happy, shoot-from-the-hip vigilante history teacher is
back—and he has a few scores to settle.

Serge A. Storms is hitting the road. Inspired by the classic biker flick Easy
Rider, the irrepressible trivia buff and his drug-addled travel buddy, Coleman,
head out on a motorcycle tour down the length of the Sunshine State, on a
mission to rediscover the lost era of the American Dream. But going from
small town to small town, they discover that some have lost much of their
former charm—including one particular hamlet of sleazy rural politicos
hell-bent on keeping prying eyes out of their ineptly corrupt style of local
government.

Serge and Coleman engage in some high-life hijinks, complete with the
state’s trademark crop of jerks, lethal science experiments, drug kingpins,
double-crosses, unearthed bodies, barbecue and groovy tunes. And when a
few innocent newcomers stumble into the mix, the stakes are raised to new
backwoods heights.

Contributor Bio
Tim Dorsey was a reporter and editor for the Tampa Tribune from 1987 to 1999, 
and is the author of eighteen other novels: Shark Skin Suite, Tiger Shrimp Tango, 
The Riptide Ultra-Glide, Pineapple Grenade, When Elves Attack, Electric Barracuda, 
Gator A-Go-Go, Nuclear Jellyfish, Atomic Lobster, Hurricane Punch, The Big Bamboo, 
Torpedo Juice, Cadillac Beach, The Stingray Shuffle, Triggerfish Twist, Orange Crush,
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